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Office holder reports
Secretary/Treasurer’s report
We have been away caravanning for the past 6 weeks. Back in time for the last
Committee Meeting held at Roberts place last Wednesday 13/10/10.
Three of the Committee were absent, Murray overseas, Helen up north
caravanning and an apology from 'Doc' Adams.
Only one item of correspondence was received since last Committee meeting Cheque for $60.00 from Ulysses Admin. - remittance for new members over last
6 months. Our IMB account stands at $1018.64.
Regards
Frank Hopkins
Secretary/Treasurer

Social Committee's Report
The last few months have seen only a few group social activities but those who
attended had a great time.
The coffee tasting day at Candello, that Gary Leach organised, was an
interesting day and we managed to catch up with those from the Sapphire
branch that we haven't seen for a while.
Everyone enjoyed coffee and sausage sandwich, interesting combination i
suppose, but it all went well together.
Another sausage sizzle was enjoyed a few weeks after that at Shelly beach
Moruya. This day was very well attended and the weather turned out to be fine
for the day.

The only other social activity was a four day ride to Nabiac. See David Lovie's
ride report for those who went on the ride and what we got up to away from
home for four days.
It was good fun and there was no mishaps which was a good thing as it was
unfamiliar territory for some who went.
The next month or so sees a few group activities heading to the end of the year
with the next major event is the Snowy Ride. It appears that there is an
increasing level of interest in the ride and the region that is held. We may have
to look at suggested rides to the region in the off season or a ride through the
area to somewhere else perhaps?
The annual Christmas party has been set for Saturday 4th December at Neil and
Faye Adams property in Bodalla as it has been for the past few years.
A barbecue will be provided for those who wish to bring their own meat and
cook it with the branch supplying nibblies and a few snacks. Also a breakfast
will be provided for those who choose to stay overnight and camp on the
property or for those who wish to come back for breakfast on the Sunday
morning.
Also as it was last year those who wish to go to the Bodalla Bowling club for
their meal on the Saturday night can do so as well.
All much the same as last years arrangements and for those new to the branch
,please feel free to ask either Helen Jenkins or myself if you need to know any
other details.
An e-mail will be distributed sometime in November to seek the level of interest
with those who we need to cater for.
The usual time that we start the day on Saturday , is around mid afternoon, with
those attending the Sapphire group's Toy run arriving later in the day perhaps?
For those who miss out on the Sapphire toy run there will be another chance to
go to the Toy run arranged in Canberra. See the ride calendar for details.
Well that takes us to the end of another year and we will look forward to doing
new things next year.
All the best from the Social Committee.
Regards
Chris Zammit

Ride coordinator and Webmaster's report
The winter months still saw a good turn out of members on the Sunday rides,
fortunately we still get good riding days even during this period. As usual, the

Saturdays coffee socials have been well attended with large gatherings
especially at Bodalla.
Due to my unplanned trip to Holland recently to assist my parents after my
father had a hip replacement after a slip and fall I had to get the last Ride
calendar for 2010 out in a hurry and I wish to thank Chris Zammit for his input.
Early August Steve Daniel and I went up to the Hat Rally at Araluen which saw a
large number of riders and pillions braving the cold night although it was not
near as cold as the Alpine Rally a month earlier. Cliff and his wife Vicky had also
come up from Tuross to sit around the camp fire to keep warm and join the
stories which always get better as the night goes on. Although the intention was
to wait and join the Sunday riders for the ride home, we left earlier as the bottle
of port the previous night left me with a mighty headache. We did join them
briefly at Braidwood.
The next weekend saw 10 riders and 4 partners going to Talloway Dam (photo
below) for a BYO BBQ. The dark clouds nearly made some of us think twice
about going into Kangaroo Valley but the weather gods looks after us and it
ended up a great day.

A large number of our branch have already booked in for the annual Snowy Ride
in November which some leaving in the middle of the week to take advantage of
great riding country the Snowy area has to offer. Still not to late to join but
check on line for accommodation.
As the scope for short rides is limited any input from our members is always
much appreciated and also for longer overnight trips.
Keep on riding.
Robert Overdijk

Editors ramblings
Well that’s three newsletters done! My how time flies. Each issue seems to be
getting longer and longer; I justify this on two grounds: firstly, the Newsletter is
distributed electronically so I’m not wasting paper only electrons and secondly,
it only comes out four times a year so it seems to me you need to have a lot of
content in each issue.
Seriously, I would appreciate comments from members about the Newsletter,
particularly negative ones. I’m happy to produce what you, the members, want.
Often it seems like its what fancies me (but then again, I am the editor .
This issue is a “land-mark”; it includes our first ever (well for the three issues
I’ve had something to do with) international report. Rob Overdijk is back from
his recent trip to the Netherlands as while there he attended the Nurburgring
round of the World Superbikes. His report is in this issue.
But wait! There’s more! There is most of the usual fare including all the good
news from your Committee. There is a very good ride report from the Rylestone
Cowboys. IMHO, these kind of reports make good reading. If you have been on a
ride recently, doesn’t matter if its one day or one month, do a ride report and
share the fun with your fellow members. I recently was caught twice putting
E10 (ethanol blended) fuel into both my bike and car. What’s the “go” about
ethanol, I wondered; so I did a little research and the results appear in this
issue.
The last two pages list regional motorcycle businesses that offer Ulysses
members some form of discount. Remember; support those who support you!
The next issue will be out in early January so from the editorial team (the what?)
here is a formal (if early) Merry Xmas and a 2011 full of good rides and no
breakdowns.
And before I finish, I would like to congratulate Ray Vane and Robert Overdijk
for there awards at the recent Milton Ulladulla Bike Show – see the pictures in
the Branch happenings section.
Peter Anderson

What's happening in our Branch?
Saturday morning coffee ride
The Branch organises an enjoyable soiree each Saturday morning for a short
ride (for those whose bikes don't get out much), stimulating conversation (on
subjects such as the differences in valve stem guides between the 1975 and
1976 BMW R-90 - fascinating) and good coffee (tea or Bonox is optional). These
pleasant get togethers alternate between:






First Saturday of the month: Bodalla Bakery, Bodalla
Second Saturday of the month: By the Beach Bakery, Lilli Pilli
Third Saturday of the month: Bodalla Bakery, Bodalla
Fourth Saturday of the month: By the Beach Bakery, Lilli Pilli
Fifth Saturday of the month: Bakehouse Batemans Bay

Come along for a pleasant morning with your fellow members. If you are a
prospective member this is a great way to "try before you buy".

Wednesday rides
Wednesday rides have been quite popular of late. When the weather has been
good we have had at least four riders (and pillions) participate and often many
more.

If you find yourself at a loose end any Wednesday morning consider coming for a
ride. Mid-week is often a much more pleasant time for a ride than over the
weekend; there is not as much traffic and the destinations tend to be much less
crowded. Ride destinations are published on the Ride Calendar but because
numbers are often small there is some scope for variation. If you want to know
more contact Peter Anderson on (02) 4472-2274 or 0458-139-595.

The Branch has a Welfare Officer
Neil 'Doc' Adams is the Branch's Welfare Officer. He asked that this small piece
be included in the Newsletter so that members know he's there if needed.
"I am available if needed for any matter that might require the help of some
body wearing the label 'welfare officer'. It might be the case that, since we are
all pretty independant and self sufficent buggers, we don't like to ask for help
when it might be needed. So I might ask that if any of us does know of a fellow
member who might be in need of a bit of support of some kind, but would never
ask for it himself, they might let me know and I'll try to make an appropriate
offer or approach. Although it may not be relevant to my current role, I should
mention that I spent quite a few years as a counsellor, including drug
counselling and marriage guidance counselling."
Regards, Doc

An option for the aging BMW RT of GoldWing owner
Some questions for you:





Do you own a BMW RT or a Honda GoldWing?
Do you often have your spouse/partner as a pilion?
Are you having problems keeping it up (the bike!)?
Are you able to securely plant both feet on the ground?

If the answer to any of these is YES then you don't have to give up motorcycling;
here is a potential answer:

Nabiac 'n back with the Rylestone Coyboys
From the perspective of a first long trip group ride virgin
By David Lovie
Who went: Jim Chaplin, Doc Adams, Chris Zammit, John Van Der Huel, Noel
Andrews, Ray Vane, Rob Scholberg, Laurence and yours truly.
When: Left Batemans Bay at 9 am Friday 23 July via Ulladulla to pick up Ray
and returned on Monday 26 July.
Why: To visit Nabiac's Australian Motorcycle Museum and a swap meet there
for bikes, cars, parts and motoring memorabilia.
Where: Read on...
Day one - up the Princess Highway to Wollongong, climb up Mount Ousley to
the Appin Road turn off. Head west onto the Hume Highway and onto the M7
and M2 to Hornsby to circle around Sydney. From there onto the Newcastle
Freeway, turning off to Kearsley, about 15 km short of Cessnock.

It's life, Jim, but not as we know it!
Day one highlights - the first night together with lots of beers, food and all those
lovely friendly women on our laps. Just joking, Ulysses women. Getting out of
the hotel room at Kearsley relatively unscathed after a night lying under Chris,
and beside Jim. And Jim wondered why I was up walking around the hotel at
1.30 am!

Day one lowlights - Leading many of the group into the wrong electronic toll
lane on the M7; meeting the Tollbooth Bitch From Hell in that lane; having to
ride back against the traffic in that lane to get into the correct one - how
embarrassing!
Day two - From Kearsley back via Kurri Kurri to the Newcastle Freeway, across
the Hexham Bridge and then flat out trying to keep up with Jim's old Harley
plodder to Nabiac to visit the Australian Motorcycle Museum. We stayed at a
motel for a bit of subtle poshness that night. The Cowboys decided to have a few
quiet ales at the Aquatic Club, Taree's stand-out dining venue at which we were
not able to dine; possibly because Doc yelled at everyone in the club that he was
a quiet sort of a guy, or because of the messy way Jim drinks a schooner (too
lazy to consume one with more than one swallow).
Day two highlights - Seeing Chris break the speed limit by a not inconsiderable
amount on a 110 kph stretch of Pacific Highway. Seeing Doc do the same. Goes
with the motto I suppose. All the motorbikes at the museum.
Day two lowlights - Seeing aging road warriors' eyes well up and noses drip
when they stand next to an old bike similar to the first bike they ever rode.
Sleeping in a mezzanine at the motel above Noel. Hot air rises - but it would
take a fair stretch of the imagination to call it air; now I know where he gets the
nickname Paint stripper.
Day three - Back to Nabiac for the swap meet, then we split for the ride back
home. Doc had to leave for a meeting in Sydney, staying at the Crown Plaza,
presumably to wash his hands of the rabble he had unwittingly consorted with at
the previous two nights' sub standard digs. Chris, John, Noel and Laurence rode
back via Gosford, staying at Wyong. Jim, Ray, Rob and your correspondent
headed inland via Maitland and Denman, staying at Rylestone, a burgh of
around 700, mostly cement miners and farmers.
Day three highlights - The Rylestone pub's beer and dinner in our tummies after
a ride through the best rainbow we have ever seen. Bull shitting with local
miner motorcyclists about bikes, impossible speeds and impossible feats after a
few quiet ales and wines. The other group spent the night at Wyong before
resuming their run home.
Day three lowlights - The rain just after the rainbow.
Day four - Back to the lovely Eurobodalla via Bathurst, Oberon, Taralga and
Goulburn. Roughly 1600 km round trip.
Day four highlights - The ride home, especially down Clyde Mountain, and
getting home without getting booked.
Day four lowlights - The miners along from our Rylestone Pub upstairs room in
the TV lounge partaking of not so quiet ales and Bourbons. Being woken at 1.30
am by the sound of someone running down the old pub corridor, then stopping
outside our room and emptying his stomach contents. The sound repeated 20
minutes later in the same spot.

Superbikes at Nurburgring
During my most recent trip to Holland I could not let the opportunity slip to go
and see the Superbike Round at the Nurburgring, one of the oldest and best
race tracks in the world.

I visited the circuit only last May to check out this circuit and those fantastic
facilities which is nothing like what I first saw in 1974 when I camped there in
mid winter at the Elefanten Treffen, a winter bike rally which has been held
since 1958. Many millions of Euros have been spent to create this extensive
motor sport complex with a permanent displays of exotic cars and other outlets,
museum etc , but apparently the returns on this investment have been
somewhat disappointing.

Anyway back to the superbikes. I invited my nephew, who already has an
interesting car racing career but had never been to a bike race, to come along
for the day. As I only had the one day, we left 5 am and following the autobahn
with some cars passing us at warp speeds, we arrived at 8.30 am well before the

big crowds arrived. Through the Internet I had purchased tickets in the grand
stand at the end of the main straight and some paddock passes. The paddock is
a sight not to miss with the very large number of race team trucks with their
mobile workshops and the large corporate tents for the VIPs.

The superbike race is on the short GP track while you can see glimpses of the
old 20.8 km track in the background which was being used by both cars and
bikes on the same day. On the hill near the GP track is the old Nurburg castle

which provides a fantastic back drop to the circuit together with the beautiful
scenery of the Eifel region.
The German organisation was very smooth, car parking easy, the pick up of the
pre-ordered tickets a breeze, entry to the circuit very friendly and the sale of
debit cards to purchase your drinks etc saves looking for money and waiting for
change.

The races were great but I must admit watching TV is easier to follow what is
going on the track. The bike noise does out do the PA system at times and my
German is rusty to say the least. Altogether it is was a great day and experience
to attend the 2010 German Superbikes.
Robert Overdijk

Milton Ulladulla Bike Show
The Milton Ulladulla Bike Show was held on Sunday, 10th October. We have two
members who walked away winners! Ray Vane’s Triumph Bonneville Aniversary
Edition taking out the prize for “Best British Bike” and Robert Overdijk taking
out the prize for “Best Japanese Bike” with his Honda CBX-1000.

Well done chaps and thanks to John Van Der Heul for the pictures. And by the
way, it’s not true that Ray contributed the old pistons that were used to make
the trophies
.

A mechanic was removing a cylinder-head from the motor of a Harley-Davidson
motorcycle when he spotted a well-known cardiologist in his shop.
The cardiologist was there waiting for the service manager to come and take a
look at his bike when the mechanic shouted across the garage:
"Hey Doc, want to take a look at this?"
The cardiologist, a bit surprised, walked over to where the mechanic was
working on the motorcycle.
The mechanic straightened up, wiped his hands on a rag and asked, "So Doc,
look at this engine. I open its heart, take the valves out, repair any damage, and
then put them back in, and when I finish, it works just like new. So how come I

make $39,675 a year and you get the really big bucks ($1,695,759) when you
and I are doing basically the same work?"
The cardiologist paused, smiled and leaned over, then whispered to the
mechanic...
"Try doing it with the engine running."
Thanks to Don Castles

Ulysses Club Membership Fee Increase
The Ulysses Club has recently informed all Branch Secretaries that Club
membership fees were to rise from September 1, 2010. The Joining Fee is now
$30 and the three year Membership Fee is now $90. So your next renewal will
be $90.
The Club executive claims the Membership Fee increase is required to cover
(undisclosed) rising costs and that Club reserves of approximately $35 per
member are “not a lot for an active, growing Club like ours” (with 28,000
members, that’s a reserve of $980,000).

Toy Runs
Our Committee has decided to join the large toy run organised by the
Motorcycle Riders Association to be held in Canberra on Saturday, 11 December
2010 from Old Parliament House to Woden. Further information will be provided
closer to the event by the Ride Coordinator.
The Sapphire Coast Branch Toy Run will be held on Saturday, 4th December
2010 at 10:00 AM in Lions Park, Kisses Lagoon, Bega. The Salvos will have their
usual bbq food & drinks available. Once again we will be having a charity
auction with many items such as Draggin Jeans voucher, plus other motorcycle
gear vouchers, Mogo Zoo family pass, Magic Mountain family pass, Air Sapphire
scenic flight for 2, Sydney Harbour Bridge climb pass, as well as many others.
There will be trophies as usual for best dressed as well as a visit from "Tex &
Bundy" - Tex travels Australia on his Suzuki Hayabusa with his Blue Healer dog
named Bundy on the bike with him helping out various charities. Also the
Australian Hayabusa Club should be dropping in along their way. Local media
will also be in attendance. It will definitely be a great day & hope to see as many
people there as possible. More information to follow.

Ethanol E10 – Can you use it in your motorcycle?
Recently I have had two bad experiences where I have inadvertently put ethanol
blended fuel into my bike; both times occurred because the fuel bowser was not
clearly labelled to tell me that it was pumping Ethanol based fuel. The bowsers
were labeled “Unleaded” not “Unleaded E10”. Both had very small additional
notices that were not easy to see or read as you approach the bowser.
Coincidently, I read an interesting web post on CarAdvice.com.au titled “Ethanol
Versus Petrol: The Basics” (http://www.caradvice.com.au/70035/ethanol-versuspetrol-the-basics/). While I was aware that my Mazda 3 is not able to use ethanol
based fuels; I was not sure about my Honda so I thought I would do some
research. Here are my findings.

Background
Most drivers and riders seem to know that “regular” unleaded petrol is being
phased out and is to be replaced by “Unleaded E10” – a blend of 90% normal
unleaded petrol and 10% ethanol. Why is this happening? Well here my research
has failed me. The Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries (FCAI) website
tells us that:
The Australian Government has limited the level of ethanol in petrol in
Australia to a maximum of 10%, or E10 (but not mandated its use – ed)
and an NRMA website says:
In February 2007, the State Government (NSW) made several commitments
“to promote renewable biofuels in New South Wales.” Part of that
commitment was to introduce an E10 mandate, which implies that all regular
unleaded petrol sold in NSW from 1 July 2011 will contain 10% ethanol specifically, from that date, “a primary wholesaler must not sell regular
unleaded petrol unless the petrol is E10.”
Queensland has mandated the use of E10 for its government car fleet but not for
non-government vehicles at this point in time. Search as I might, I can't find an
actual reference to the “decree” that says unleaded petrol must contain 10%
ethanol.

What is ethanol
Ethanol is an alcohol produced from the fermentation of starchy crops. In
Australia wheat and sugar cane are the main crops used to produce ethanol.

What is E10

Regular “unleaded” petrol is technically known as 91 RON (Research Octane
Number rating which determines petrol's 'anti-knock' quality); hence we have
91 for unleaded, 95 for premium unleaded and 98 for ultra premium unleaded.
E10 is a mix of 90% 91 unleaded fuel and 10% ethanol. It is not proposed to add
ethanol to any of the other forms of unleaded fuel.
Shell (and Coles Supermarkets) says that its version of E10 has a rating of 94
RON while Caltex (and Woolworths) does not see a need to tell customers this
kind of trivial information. So that means E10 is more powerful than the old
unleaded! Well that sounds good; if you use Shell E10 it seems like you will get
better performance.
However, the FCAI warns that ethanol based fuel “impacts the air/fuel ratio
because of the additional oxygen molecules within the ethanol's chemical
structure”. The warning continues:
Vehicles with carburettor fuel systems may experience hot fuel handling
concerns. This is because the vapour pressure of fuel with ethanol will be
greater (if the base fuel is not chemically adjusted) and probability of vapour
lock or hot restartability problems will be increased.
As a solvent, ethanol attacks both the metallic and rubber based fuels lines,
and other fuel system components.
Ethanol also has an affinity to water that can result in corrosion of fuel tanks
and fuel lines. Rust resulting from this corrosion can ultimately block the fuel
supply rendering the engine inoperable. Water in the fuel system can also
result in the engine hesitating and running roughly.
In relation to engines with fuel injection, the Chamber warns:
…the use of ethanol blended petrol in fuel injection systems will result in
early deterioration of components such as injector seals, delivery pipes, and
fuel pump and regulator.
Mechanical fuel injection systems and earlier electronic systems may not be
able to fully compensate for the lean-out effect of ethanol blended petrol,
resulting in hesitation or flat-spots during acceleration.
Difficulty in starting and engine hesitation after cold start can also result.
While all these warnings sound quite dire; there are significant benefits in using
ethanol blended fuels. These include:



Reduction of CO2 emissions
Reduction in the dependance on imported petroleum based fuels (we can
produce ethanol as a by-product of agricultural waste)

To avoid the problems and gain the benefits of ethanol blended fuels it is
necessary for an engine to be designed for such fuels.

So after all that; can ethanol blended fuels be used in motorcycles, particularly
Honda SilverWing maxi scooters?

Ethanol and motorcycles
It was relatively easy to find out about the use of ethanol blended fuels for the
big four Japanese manufacturers and for BMW and Harley-Davidson but it was
not easy to find out the situation for the lesser brands. Simply; both BMW and
Harley-Davidson say that all the motorcycles they have produced since 1986 are
able to use ethanol blended petrol. All the Japanese manufacturers warn that
owners do not use ethanol blended fuels.

Honda






E10 ethanol fuel can be used with Honda Marine and Power Equipment,
and also motorcycles produced after 1990, although it is not
recommended.
It's important to know:
1. Ethanol Fuel can damage paintwork - Take care not to spill when
refuelling, and promptly wipe off any spill.
2. Rubber Fuel System Parts may become degraded more quickly.
3. Depending on weather, and the condition of the motorcycle,
driveability may be adversely affected.
Use of higher ethanol grade fuels may cause running and/or performance
issues. If an engine failure occurs and a higher ethanol grade fuel has
been used then repairs will not be covered by the Honda limited
warranty.

See: www.hondampe.com.au/repository/about_honda/faq/general.aspx#9

Suzuki
Ethanol has a number of important chemical and physical properties that need
to be considered. Firstly, ethanol has an affinity to water that may result in
corrosion of fuel system components. Water in the fuel supply may result in poor
engine performance and any corrosion could ultimately render the engine
inoperable. Vehicles with carburetor fuel systems may suffer hot fuel handling
concerns if the base fuel is not chemically adjusted when blended and the
probability of vapor lock or hot restart problems will increase as a consequence.
Even though newer Suzukis are engineered to reasonably tolerate use of ethanol
blended fuels as may be outlined in the Owner's Manual, because it may
potentially impact the proper performance of your motorcycle, Suzuki Australia
does not recommend its use.
See: www.suzukimotorcycles.com.au/faqs.html

Kawasaki
Kawasaki strongly advises that you do not use unleaded fuel blended with any
ethanol content in Kawasaki engines.

Yamaha
All current and previous models are NOT designed for Ethanol Blended Fuels at
any percentage. (ie. E5, 5% and E10, 10%). If Ethanol Blended Fuels are used
you may experience driveability and running problems, fuel component
deterioration and damage due to moisture.

Conclusion
Well for me; I was right to be concerned about putting ethanol based fuel into
my bike. I hope this article has provided you with a little more light on this
vexing problem.
To find out more details I recommend a look at the FCAI website at:
http://www.fcai.com.au/publications/all/all/all/3/can-my-vehicle-operate-onethanol-blend-petrol
And the Caltex website for a comprehensive list of vehicles that can/can't use
ethanol blended fuels at:
www.microsites.caltex.com.au/biofuels/carcompatibility.aspx
Peter Anderson

A useful accessory
Here is a useful accessory for all you motorcycle owners who don't want to
scratch the bottom of your side-stand:

He's called “Flattened Frog” and is available from Kickstand Kritters at
http://www.kickstandkritters.com/ and costs USD19.00.

Bikes on the Net
This section of the Newsletter will report on motorcycling things of interest that
have been seen on the Internet. If your browsing comes across anything you feel
might be of interest please send the URL to the editor.

BMW
BMW Motorrad has announced two special edition motorcycles as part of its
new 2011 range: the F800ST Touring and K1300R Dynamic. The new editions
will join the range of motorcycles that provide buyers with a range of factory-fit
options and accessories at a significant savings against being purchased
separately. They have also announced new audio options for the R1200RT and
new color schemes for various models.
http://www.motorcycle-usa.com/285/7873/Motorcycle-Article/Euro-Gossip-September-2010.aspx
BMW K 1600 GT and BMW K 1600 GTL - fascination with six cylinders.

Since BMW Motorrad presented the concept study Concept 6 in autumn 2009,
the six-cylinder in-line engine featured in it has captured the imagination of
many motorcycle fans. With BMW, six-cylinder in-line engines have stood for
fascinating engine technology in automobiles for over seven decades, in a way
which is unique among brands. In the near future, BMW motorcycles will also be
available with an internally developed six-cylinder in-line engine.
With the BMW K 1600 GT and the BMW K 1600 GTL, BMW Motorrad is
penetrating a whole new dimension in the Touring world of experience . Both
motorcycles stand for a supreme, impressive and equally distinctive appearance,
arousing a desire to travel at first sight.

An overview of highlights of the BMW K 1600 GT/GTL.












Engine output 118 kW (160 bhp) at approx 7,500 rpm and maximum torque
approx. 175 Nm at approx. 5,000 rpm.
Over 70% of maximum torque available from 1,500 rpm.
Lightest and most compact six-cylinder in-line engine in serial motorcycle
production, weighing just 102.6 kg and measuring 560 mm in width.
Consistent lightweight construction throughout the entire vehicle
(magnesium front panel carrier, aluminium rear frame, crankshaft etc.).
E-Gas (ride-by-wire).
High active safety due to standard BMW Motorrad Integral ABS (part
integral).
Traction control DTC (Dynamic Traction Control) for maximum safety when
accelerating (optional extra).
Chassis with Duolever and Paralever and ideal concentration of masses for
dynamic riding properties combined with optimum comfort.
Electronic Suspension Adjustment ESA II for optimum adaptation to all uses
and load states (optional extra).
Adaptive Headlight (optional extra) in conjunction with standard xenon
headlight and lighting rings for increased safety at night.
Audio system with preparation for navigation device and controllable
interface for iPod, MP3, USB, Bluetooth and satellite radio (standard in the K
1600 GTL).

http://www.totalmotorcycle.com/photos/2011models/2011-BMW-K1600GT.htm

Bill Gates invests in two-stroke engines

Microsoft head Bill Gates has invested a whopping $23.5 million US in engine
producer EcoMotors International. The company is a start-up company who is
working on research and development of environmentally-friendly engine
technology. One of EcoMotors main projects is the OPOC two-stroke engine.
OPOC stands for Opposed Piston and Opposed Cylinder, and it has two cylinders
and four pistons. Higher engine speeds have been produced through using
outboard pistons in the place of cylinder heads, with each piston travelling half
the distance needed to complete a full stroke. There is even an electronic
turbocharger with overboost system.

Have a look at the EcoMotors website (http://www.ecomotors.com/) for a
working digram of the motor. The engine has two cylinders and four pistons.
The two pistons in each cylinder operate against each other with a common
combustion chamber. Neat but not new! – ed.

Brammo Empulse - starting to look like a real motorcycle
Tired of reading about electric motorcycles that can barely keep up with
boulevard traffic? This is starting to look like a real motorcycle, with decent
range and plenty of speed -- even for enthusiasts. Brammo announced the
Empluse in three variations, including the 6.0 (capable of a 60-mile range), the

8.0 (80 miles), and the 10.0 (100 miles). These ranges come from a single
charge from a normal, standard U.S. electrical outlet.

More important and impressive is the Brammo claim that each Empluse model
“will be capable of sustaining 100 mph.” This may not be Hayabusa/ZX-14
territory, but it is plenty for most riders in the real world ... something you could
not say about most of the electric motorcycles available up to this point.
Brammo says Empluse deliveries will start next year at prices of USD9,995 (for
the 6.0), USD11,995 (for the 8.0), and USD13,995 (for the 10.0).
Brammo is claiming exclusive, innovative technology that includes a
“breakthrough in price/energy density ... unequalled in the electric vehicle
industry”. According to Brammo, the Empluse also features the “World's first
production electric motorcycle to have a water cooled motor”.
http://www.motorcycledaily.com

Empulse Specifications
Motor Type:
Peak Motor Power:
Max Motor Torque:
Empulse Batteries
Battery Type
Battery Pack Capacity:
Battery Pack Voltage:
Recharge Time:
Top Speed:
Average Range:
Empulse Dimensions
Weight:
Seat Height:
Length:
Width:
Wheelbase:

Empulse 10.0
Sealed Permanent AC Synchronous
40kW
Max Torque: 80Nm (59ft-lb)
BRAMMO Lithium-Ion Battery
10kWh
111V
approx 12 hours
160+ km/h
160 km
190 kg
810 mm
2050 mm
780 mm
1440 mm

http://www.brammo.com/home/

Honda CB550 Cafe Racer
This artile has been included because the editor just likes this type of bike!
If you need an example of what you can do with a classic, but less than pristine,
motorcycle, take a look at this. Starting with an obviously rough 1977 Honda
CB550F, the owner stripped it down to the frame, removed all of the brackets
that weren't necessary, bead blasted and repainted it then began the rebuild.

The tank and tail section is a Benjis Fiberglass Cafe set. The front forks were
polished and rebuilt, then topped with a Buell headlight and CB200 gauges,
along with clubman bars. The stock engine was painted and polished, the wheels
were rebuilt with stainless spokes, plus lots of the hardware was replaced with
new.
http://thekneeslider.com/archives/2010/07/30/honda-cb550-cafe-racer/

Kawasaki W800

It is rumoured that Kawasaki is about to debut a successor (to its long running
W650 model) displacing approximately 800 cc and known as the W800. The
original W650 had a 360 degree crank, operative kick starter and other retro
influences intended to mimic a British twin of the 1970s. The W800 is expected
to have more power (coming from the larger displacement), fuel injection
(replacing the carbs on the old model), and possibly a disc rear brake (the W650
had a drum in back).
If the W800 does appear this year, it will probably be shown first this fall at
Cologne, and we have no idea whether it will be made available in the U.S.
market. If you own an old W650, post a comment with your impressions of the
bike.

Yamaha XT1200Z Super Tenere
(Earlier this year) Yamaha took the wraps off one of their most eagerly awaited
new models in years. The XT1200Z Super Tenere is a large dual-purpose all
roads adventure-tourer in the mold of BMW's hugely successful R1200GS.

Powered by a parallel twin-cylinder engine displacing 1199cc and producing 110
horsepower using shaft drive route that power and torque to the back wheel.
Traction control will be fitted to the Super Tenere and is user selectable through
two modes of protection and can also be turned off for those times when a
skilled pilot feels the need to steer from the rear. Engine mapping is also
switchable between sport and touring modes for direct or easy to manage
throttle control.

ABS is standard on the Super Tenere with a pair of 310mm discs up front
partnering with a 282mm rear disc. Operating the rear brake lever before the
front ensures that no brake force proportioning is applied to the rear disc and
the control is left to the rider. Use of the front brake lever in isolation brings
both brakes into play.
With the 23 litre fuel cell full and all fluids on board the Super Tenere tips the
scales at 261kg.
http://bikes.drive.com.au/Editorial/ArticleDetail.aspx?ArticleId=69002
Yamaha Australia released the machine Down Under in July. BikePoint.com.au is
listing a new model available from Frankston Yamaha in Melbourne at $20,990
ride away.

Specifications
Displacement: 1199cc
Max. Power: 80.9kW (110PS) @7,250rpm
Max. Torque: 114.1 Nm (11.6kgf ･ m) @6,000 rpm
Transmission system: Constant mesh, 6-speed
Final transmission: Shaft
Front wheel travel: 190 mm
Rear wheel travel: 190 mm
Front brake: Hydraulic Twin 310 mm wave discs,
ABS/Unified Brake System
Rear brake: Hydraulic Single 282 mm wave disc
Front tyre: 110/80/19
Rear tyre: 150/70/17
Overall length: 2,250 mm
Overall width: 980 mm
Overall height: 1,410 mm

Seat height: Adjustable 845-870 mm
Wheelbase: 1,540 mm
Min. ground clearance: 205 mm
Wet weight: 261 kg (includes full oil and fuel tank):
Fuel capacity: 23 litres
Oil capacity: 4.2 litres

A Golden Oldie

Bultaco Metralla 250 circa 1970
Specifications
Engine type: Single cylinder, two-stroke
Displacement: 244 cc
Power: 20.1 kW @ 7500 RPM
Top speed: 150.0 km/h
Compression: 9.0:1
Bore x stroke: 72.0 x 60.0 mm
Gearbox: 5-speed
Final drive: Chain
Front tyre dimensions: 2.75-18
Rear tyre dimensions: 3.00-18
Front brakes: Expanding brake
Rear brakes: Expanding brake
Weight incl. oil, gas, etc: 112 kg
Fuel capacity: 14 litres

Those who support us
LetzScoot
 Sales, hire and service
 Unique showroom
 Full range of accessories
 Tires and electronic balancing
 Mechanical repairs to all makes
 Road-side assist
Unit 1, 16 Kylie Cres. Batemans Bay
(02) 4472-6223 or 0439-727-717
www.letzscoot.com.au
LetzScoot offers Eurobodalla Ulysses Branch members a 10% discount on
accessories

MICK COLE MOTORCYCLES
Authorised dealers for Honda, Yamaha and Suzuki
Eurobodalla Branch members are offered a 10% discount on accessories and
some parts. Remember to present your membership card before payment.
www.mickcolemotorcycles.com.au
14 Ridge St.
North Bega
(02) 6492-3122

CANBERRA MOTORCYCLE CENTRE
We offer a 15% discount on accessories to Ulysses members on presentation of
their card. Conditions apply - savings off original prices, excludes some special
orders.
Fyshwick
Cnr. Isa & Newcastle Streets
(02) 6280-4491
Mitchell
26-28 Kembla Court
(02) 6241-8107

PETE WARD'S
Specialist Automotive Services and Moruya Motor Cycles
Offers 10% discount or free tyre fitting to Branch members
7/72-78 Princes Hwy, Moruya
Call: (02) 4474-5999
E-mail: moruyamc@bigpond.net.au
Continued on the next page…

Nowra Motorcycles
Sales and service for: Honda, Triumph, Husqvarna and Hyosung motorcycles.
Offers a 10% discount for Ulysses members on motorcycle service, spares and
accessories.
132 Princes Highway
South Nowra
Call: (02) 4422-9681
E-mail: nowramotorcycles@bigpond.com

Flattened Frog is easy to transport!

